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Ab stra c t. Interactive product configuration is a diffi cult problem in
constraint program m ing. O ne of the reasons for this is that interactivity
req uires that the system always responds fast. O ne of the ways to deal
with this req uirem ent is to adopt a two-stage approach in which a prod-
uct m odel is com piled off -line before user interaction takes place. O ne
such approach uses reduced ordered B inary Decision Diagram s (B DDs)
as the com pilation target for the product m odel. A dvantages of this rep-
resentation are that it is often q uite com pact, that interactive configu-
ration can take place in tim e linear of the size of the representation, and
that this size is only dependent on the solution set (the sem antics) and
not on the description (the syntax ) of the product m odel. In this paper,
we ex tend this approach with the notion of m odules, which are m ore
loosely coupled parts of a configuration problem that often correspond
with actual m odules in the actual product. We allow for the com bining
of such m odules by m eans of shared variables, for conditional instantia-
tion of such m odules, and for recursion between m odules which leads to
m ore natural descriptions of m odular system s that could, in principle,
be a priori unbounded in size.

1 Intro d u c tio n

Interactive produ ct confi g u ration is often presented as an application in con-
straint prog ram m ing [1 , 2 ]. O ne of the m ain problem s in im plem enting a g ood
interactive produ ct confi g u rator is the req u irem ent of responding su ffi ciently
fast althou g h the problem is N P -hard. T herefore, som etim es an off -line pre-
com pu tation phase is u sed to crack the problem so that the interactive phase
can work in tim e polynom ial in the size of the interm ediate representation [3 ,
4 ]. O ne su ch approach is based on com pilation to redu ced ordered B inary De-
cision Diag ram s (B DDs), which can represent m any practical solu tion sets very
com pactly.

T his is the approach we have chosen to ex tend. In this paper, we present the
form al sem antics of the pre-com pu tation and interaction phases of the recu rsive
and conditional m odu lar interactive confi g u ration problem . In a m odu lar con-
fi g u ration problem , each m odu le is a confi g u ration problem by itself, bu t the
m odu les can share variables, as long as the dependency g raph for the m odu les
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is a directed acyclic graph, and the run-time dependency graph for the module
instances is a tree. In the conditional modular configuration problem, module
instances in the tree exist or not depending on conditions in the parent module
instance. In the recursive conditional modular configuration problem, the depen-
dency graph for the modules is a directed graph, and the run-time dependency
graph for the module instances is a tree of unbounded but finite size.

We achieve strong guarantees on user guidance, in that all configuration
is backtrack-free, while the system is sound (no invalid/ inconsistent solutions
reachable), complete (all finite valid consistent solutions reachable), and ter-
minable (finite valid consistent solution reachable at all times). This can be
achieved in run-time linear in the number of modules. However, where in the
non-modular configuration problem the run-time can be exponential in the size
of the original problem, the modular configuration problem can take time expo-
nential in the sizes of the original modules, or time exponential in the combined
domain sizes of the shared variables. (If it did not, P = NP could be answered
affirmatively.) However, typical configuration is very efficient.

We have implemented the configuration system described above, and are
currently using it to model a real world modular configuration problem. Thus
far, we have studied a 26 0 0 line model consisting of 28 modules, which compiles
within a second on a 5 0 0 MHz Pentium III, and on which user interaction is
handled without any noticeable delay. The model is not finished yet, but the
BDDs seem to be growing gently as information is added. Thus far, the largest
BDD found (an intermediate result during compilation) is smaller than 20 0 0
nodes. G iven the strong guarantees our system provides, we believe that we are
achieving good results.

2 B D D -b a sed Modula r Intera ctiv e C onfi g ura tion

In the modular configuration problem, a module is an entity with variables,
domains, and constraints of its own. It can be instantiated by another module,
with which it then shares the variables it exports, and it can instantiate other
modules, with which it then shares the variables they export. In this way, the
module’s instances form a tree at run-time.

In programming language terms, a module can to some extent be thought of
as a class, from which objects are instantiated. Also, the usual hierarchy building
is possible. A car can be a module, with submodules like door, roof, and engine,
and each of those can in turn have submodules.

2.1 L an g u ag e

Our modular configuration language has these statements:
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module M;

export x1, ..., xn;

import M as I if C;

define x : v1, ..., vn;

ensure C;

where x is a variable name, v a value name, M a module name, I an instance
name, and C a constraint satisfying the following grammar:

C ::= (C)

| !C

| C1 o p C2 where o p ∈ { &, |, ->, <-> }
| x o p v where o p ∈ { <, =, >, <=, <>, >= }
| x1 o p x2 where o p ∈ { <, =, >, <=, <>, >= }

Names are strings of alphanumerical characters, underscores and periods.
The period is only used in names that refer to variables that are shared with
imported modules.

An exam p le o f a single m o d ule: Here is a small t-shirt example, which
consists of a single module:

module t shirt;

define size : small, medium, large;

define color : red, blue, black, white;

define print : save the whale, men in black;

ensure print = save the whale -> size > small;

ensure print = men in black -> color = black;

The semantics of this will be intuitively clear. However, it is interesting to
note that even though the example is trivially simple, not many people realize
that when they want a small t-shirt, everything is decided.

An exam p le o f recursio n: Next, we show an example that shows a toy ap-
plication for recursion; that of configuring a U S B tree:

module USB;

define type : unused, scanner, printer, camera, hub;

import scanner as scanner if type = scanner;

import printer as printer if type = printer;
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import camera as camera if type = camera;

import USB as hub connection 1 if type = hub;

import USB as hub connection 2 if type = hub;

import USB as hub connection 3 if type = hub;

import USB as hub connection 4 if type = hub;

This shows the power of being able to use recursion in combination with condi-
tional instantiation.

An example of potential confl ict: Next, we show a short example showing
a potential problem with the conditionality of import. Here is module A:

module A;

define x : 0, 1, 2;

import B as b if x = 1 | x = 2;

ensure x = 1 -> b.x <= b.y;

ensure x = 2 -> b.x < b.y;

And here is module B:

module B;

export x, y;

define x : 0, 1;

define y : 0, 1;

ensure x >= y;

The point here is that, while selection of x = 1 is fine, x = 2 leads to a
confl ict. Therefore, 2 should be removed from the domain of variable x. Please
note that, since instantiation conditions can be arbitrarily large expressions, and
since confl icts can arise from any combination of modules, this is not necessarily
easy. However, our configurator handles this correctly while maintaining fast
run-time response, stopping the user if and only if necessary.

An example of potential infi nity: Next, we show a short example showing
a potential problem with the recursiveness of import. Here is module A:

module A;
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export x;

define x : 0, 1, 2;

import A if x = 1 | x = 2;

ensure x = 2 -> A.x = 2;

The point here is that, while selection of x = 1 is fine, x = 2 leads to the
requirement to instantiate an infinite number of modules. C learly, this needs to
be avoided, again by removing 2 from the domain of x. Again, this situation can
occur in more complicated ways, for example when different modules instantiate
each other recursively. In fact, the same module can even occur multiple times in
such a loop! However, our configurator handles this correctly while maintaining
fast run-time response, again only stopping the user if and only if necessary.

Anoth er example of potential infinity: Next, we show a short example
showing a related potential problem with the recursiveness of import. Here is
module A:

module A;

export x;

define x : 0, 1, 2, 3, 4;

import A as a1 if x = 1 | x = 3;

import A as a2 if x = 2 | x = 4;

ensure x = 1 -> a1.x <= 2;

ensure x = 2 -> a2.x <= 2;

ensure x = 3 -> a1.x >= 3;

ensure x = 4 -> a2.x >= 3;

The point here is that, while selection of x = 0, 1 or 2 is fine, x = 3 or 4 leads
to trouble. The problem here is again one of instantiating an infinite number
of modules, only now in lock step with user choices. That is, the configurator
does not have to instantiate an infinite number of modules right away, but the
user is doomed to keep on configuring for ever and ever. A configurator should
avoid this, by removing the values 3 and 4 from the domain of x. Again, this
problem can occur in more complicated forms. Still, our configurator handles
this correctly while maintaining fast run-time response, stopping the user if and
only if necessary.
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2.2 M ain C oncepts of the S emantics

Compiling a single-module configuration problem is the process of determining
the solution set of that module, that is the set of all combinations of values
for the variables that satisfy the constraints. The user interaction process of
single-module configuration is the process of beginning with that solution space,
and reducing it step by step as the user assigns values to variables. During this
process, we constantly keep the user informed about the remaining values that
she can still choose for the still unassigned variables.

In modular configuration, this picture has to be extended. During modular
configuration, there will be a tree of module instances, each of which has a
solution space that we call the local solu tion space. Each of these will be stepwise
reduced by the user, until their final configurations are found. Of course, it is
necessary for the configurator to maintain global consistency over these local
solution spaces. That is to say that each solution in a local solution space should
be consistent with at least one solution in each of the neighbouring module
instances’ solution spaces. Consistent here means that the same variables (say x
in child B, and b.x in parent A) have the same values.

The g lobal solu tion space is the product of all the local solution spaces. Unlike
the local solution spaces, the global solution space can also be made larger by
user selections. This happens when a user selection leads to the creation of a
new instance, which introduces a new local solution space.

An instance is created when an instantiation condition in an import state-
ment somewhere becomes true for all remaining solutions in the local solution
space. In that case, it is known that for all configurations that can come out of
the configuration process, the instance is going to be part of the global configu-
ration.

There are three main things being done in the semantics. The first has to
do with the propagation of variable names and domains, the second with the
prevention of conflicts because of instantiation, and the third with the prevention
of infinity problems.

Let us first consider the propagation of variable names and domains. Basi-
cally, when a variable is exported in a module, and another module imports that
module, then the variable name and its domain are automatically added to the
importing module. For example, if module B exports its variable x, then module
A which imports module B (with instance name B1, say) automatically gets a
variable B1.x. Since modules can import each other recursively, and since it is
also possible for a module to export a variable it imported (say A exports B1.x),
this propagation is formulated as a fixpoint operation.

Next, conflicts because of instantiation are avoided during the compilation
phase: Whenever a module A imports a module B, the constraints that module B
imposes on module A when it gets instantiated are already imposed implicitly on
module A at compile time. This ensures that any local solutions in A that would
instantiate B, but are not compatible with it, are removed from A’s solution set.

Finally, the possibility of infinite regression at run-time is avoided at compile-
time by a second fixpoint iteration. After the modules have been compiled sepa-
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rately (to determine their local solution spaces), the compiler starts this fixpoint
iteration to determine which of the local solutions of a module would allow that
module to be at the root of a finite subtree in the instance tree. Only those
solutions will make it to the final solution set. The fixpoint iteration starts with
the local solutions for modules that do not instantiate any submodules, and then
adds repeatedly those local solutions for modules that only instantiate submod-
ules that have compatible solutions that have already been discovered in this
fixpoint iteration.

It is important to note that our prototype configuration engine does not
represent sets by explicit enumeration of their elements, but that it uses BDDs
instead. This makes it a lot more efficient in practice. Furthermore, during the
interaction phase, no changes are made in the BDDs, unless the user changes
focus from one module to the other, and even then changes are only made to
BDDs belonging to the modules along the path between these two. This is not
readily apparent from the semantics, though.

2.3 Basic D efinitions for the semantics

We now give the semantics of the modular configuration problem. These se-
mantics only deal with user selections, not deselections, and they only contain
equivalence as a comparison operator. We do not consider these to be serious
drawbacks, because the meaning of deselection can be given in terms of a replay
of the remaining selections, and the other comparison operators can easily be
translated into a disjunctive subformula. The semantics are presented in this
way in order to keep them simpler. However, our prototype engine implements
everything directly.

We start the description of the semantics of a modular configuration problem
with some preliminary definitions. First, we define M, which is a sequence of
modules.

M = 〈M1, . . . ,Mn〉

Then there is the addprefix function, which takes an instance name and a
sequence of variable names, and returns the sequence of variable names with the
instance name (and a dot) prefixed to each of them.

addprefi x (instnam e, 〈x1, . . . , xn〉) = 〈x′

1
, . . . , x′

n
〉

where
x′

i
= instnam e · 〈.〉 · xi

More important is the notion of projecting a tuple of values (representing a
configuration of a single module) onto the interface with another module.

The project function here will take a tuple in which the values are from the
domains of the variables in the sequence X , and will transform it into a tuple in
which the values are from the domains of the variables in the sequence X ’. All
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variables in X’ must occur in X, but the reverse does not have to be the case.
Note the trick with the function i, which denotes the mapping from X to X’.
It is defined in the second subequation, and used in the right hand side of the
main equation.

project(X,X ′, (v1, . . . , vn)) = (vi1
, . . . , vim

)
where
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = X

〈xi1
, . . . , xim

〉 = X ′

Finally, there are the notions of projecting a set of tuples onto a set of shorter
tuples, and of embedding a set of shorter tuples into a set of tuples. These
operations are used to project solution sets in one module onto the interface to
another, and then to embed them into the other solution domain.

Please note that projectset projects from X to X’, whereas embedset embeds

into X from X’, and that X’ should be the shorter sequence of variables of the
two. In the case of embedset, we also need to pass in the entire domain D (the set
of all valid and invalid configurations), since we need to know the full domains of
the variables in X that do not occur in X’. S denotes a set of solutions, that is, a
set of valid configurations within a module, and S’ denotes such a set projected
onto an interface.

projectset(X,X ′, S) = {project(X,X ′, V ) | V ∈ S}

embedset(X,X ′, D, S′) = {V | V ∈ D, project(X,X ′, V ) ∈ S′}

2.4 Compilation of N ames

The first phase in the compilation of a modular configuration problem consists of
the propagation of the definitions of exported variables from children to parents.
Since modules can import each other recursively, this propagation is carried out
as a fixpoint iteration.

The following functions obtain sequences of variable names (X), exported
variable names (XE), and the corresponding domains (D) from (sequences of)
define and export statements. Note that the domain D is not a sequence of the
domains of the separate variables, but the cartesian product of those domains.
That is, it is a set of tuples, each of which represents a configuration (which may
or may not be valid.)

[[define x:v1, . . . ,vn]] = (〈x〉, {v1, . . . , vn})

[[defn
1
; . . . ;defn

n
]] = (X1 · . . . · Xn, D1 × . . . × Dn)

where
(Xi, Di) = [[defn

i
]]
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[[export x1, . . . ,xn]] = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉

[[expt
1
; . . . ;expt

n
]] = (XE

1
· . . . · XE

n
)

where
XE

i
= [[expt

i
]]

The next function obtains the sequence of variables and the corresponding
domain that are added to a module because of the exported variables in the
imported module. The function N is used to look up the information on the
imported module (N), which is a tuple, and we use the notation XN and DN to
select the X and D fields from that tuple.

[[import modname as instname if cond ]]X D N = (X,D)
where
N = N (modname)
X = addprefix (instname, XE

N
)

D = DE

N

[[impt
1
; . . . ;impt

n
]]X D N = (X1 · . . . · Xn, D1 × . . . × Dn)

where
(Xi, Di) = [[impt

i
]]X D N

Then, we define the meaning of a module (as far as names are concerned)
by the following function, which takes the contributions to the variables and
domain from the different sources (local definitions, and imported definitions),
and puts that information into a 4-tuple. Note that this semantic function for a
module can be seen as returning a mapping from the function N (which maps
module names to these 4-tuples) to a pair mapping the present module name to
such a 4-tuple.

To examine the function more closely, the first two subequations define the
local and imported contributions to the sequence of variable names and to the
domain. The next two subequations define the composition of this information
1. The following two define what part of this information pertains to variables
that are exported. This will be taken into account in interpreting the importing
of these modules in the next fixpoint iteration. The last line, finally, constructs
the 4-tuple N .

1 The operators here are to be understood as simply composing their operands flatly,
that is, not to introduce hierarchical structure.
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[[module modname;expts;impts;defns;ensns ]]XDN = (modname, N)
where
(XL, DL) = [[defns ]]
(XI , DI) = [[impts ]]XDN
X = XL · XI

D = DL × DI

XE = [[expts ]]
DE = projectset(X,XE , D)
N = (X,D,XE , DE)

[[modl1; . . . ;modln;]]XDN = {P1, . . . , Pn}
where
Pi = [[modl i]]XDN

Finally, the meaning of a modular configuration problem posed as a sequence
of modules, is given as a function from the module names to the 4-tuples con-
taining the information pertaining to variable sequences, the domains of these
modules, and the parts of those that are exported. This function is given by:

N = µ FN .[[M]]XDFN

2.5 Compilation of Solutions

The second phase in the compilation of a modular configuration problem consists
of the computation of the solution sets of all modules, and the conditions for
the instantiations of those modules. In order to maintain global consistency, and
since modules can import each other recursively, this needs to be computed by
a fixpoint iteration.

We begin with the functions that obtain the subset of configurations that
satisfy constraints (S), given the sequence of variable names and the domain:

[[ensure e]]XD = [[e]]
where
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = X

[[x = v]] = {(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ D | xi = x, vi = v}
[[e1 ∧ e2]] = [[e1]] ∩ [[e2]]
[[e1 ∨ e2]] = [[e1]] ∪ [[e2]]
[[¬e]] = D \ [[e]]

[[ensn1; . . . ;ensnn]]XD = (S1 ∩ . . . ∩ Sn)
where
Si = [[ensni]]XD
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Next, we have the functions that obtain the constraints coming from sub-
modules (S) and the instantiation conditions for those submodules (∆). Note
the equation that defines S, which reflects the fact that constrains from submod-
ules are taken into account if and only if that submodule exists. (That is, when
the final configuration is known to be an element of C.) Also, note the function
A which we use to look up the information about the imported module.

[[import modname as instname if cond ]]S∆XDA = (S,∆)
where
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = X

[[x = v]] = {(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ D | xi = x, vi = v}
[[c1 ∧ c2]] = [[c1]] ∩ [[c2]]
[[c1 ∨ c2]] = [[c1]] ∪ [[c2]]
[[¬c]] = D \ [[c]]
C = [[cond ]]
A = A(modname)
XS = addprefix (instname, XE

A
)

S = (D \ C) ∪ embedset(X,XS , D, SE
A

)
∆ = {(C, instname,modname)}

[[impt1; . . . ;imptn]]S∆XDA = (S1 ∩ . . . ∩ Sn,∆1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆n)
where
(Si,∆i) = [[impt i]]S∆XDA

Then, we define the meaning of a module by the following function. It simply
looks up the X, D, XE and DE components in N , the ∆ component follows from
the module imports only, and the S component is taken from the constraints and
the imported modules. (Constraints from parent modules are handled at run-
time.)

[[module modname;expts;impts;defns;ensns ]]S∆A = (modname, A)
where
(X,D,XE , DE) = N (modname)
SL = [[ensns ]]XD

(SI ,∆) = [[impts ]]S∆XDA
S = SL ∩ SI

SE = projectset(X,XE , S)
A = (X,D, S,∆,XE , DE , SE)

[[modl1; . . . ;modln;]] = {P1, . . . , Pn}
where
Pi = [[modl i]]S∆A

Finally, the meaning of a modular configuration problem posed as a sequence
of modules, is given as a function from the module names to 7 -tuples containing
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information about the variable sequences, domains, solution sets, instantiation
conditions, and those parts of them that are relevant for the exported variables.
This function is given by:

A = µFA.[[M]]S∆FA

2.6 E xecution

User interaction with the configurator takes place during what we call the ex-
ecution phase. At this time, the configuration problem has been compiled into
the funtion A, mapping module names to 7-tuples.

During user interaction, we will represent the configurator state by a 4-tuple
(I, A,R, T ), in which T is itself a set of such 4-tuples. This is the way in which
we represent the tree of module instances. This tree is always of finite size (the
proof is beyond the scope of this paper). The other elements of the tuple are: I,
which is the name of the instance; A, which is the 7-tuple that corresponds with
the module the instance was created from; and R, which is the set of remaining
valid solutions for this instance.

First, we will look at two auxiliary functions which help with instantiation
and synchronization, and after that, we will look at the initial state, choices, and
update functions that we need to operate on the configuration states.

So we begin with the first auxiliary function, which takes care of instantiation
of subinstances. It takes the definition of a module (A), the remaining solution
set (R) and the current set of subtrees (T ), and returns the new set of subtrees,
keeping all current subtrees, and adding all subinstances which are in the set
∆A, for which the instantiation condition is satisfied, but which do not yet exist
in the current set of subinstances. Note that the new instances are created with
a full set of solutions, and without any subinstances of their own. This task is
left to all functions that use this function. Also note that it does not take a full
(I, A,R, T ) tuple as an argument - this is because the semantics turn out to be
slightly less tedious this way.

subtrees(A,R, T ) = T ∪ {(I,A(M), SA(M), ∅) | (C, I,M) ∈ ∆A, R ⊆ C,∀N ∈ T.IN 6= I}

Then we continue with the second auxiliary function, which takes care of the
downward synchronization of instances in the instance tree, and of the resulting
instantiations by using subtrees . That is to say, when the solution set of an
instance is made smaller, this function can be used to ensure the consistency of
that instance with all its subinstances, and their subinstances, and so on.
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propagate(XP , RP , (I, A,R, T )) = (I, A,R′, T ′)
where
XS = addprefix (I,XE

A
)

RS = projectset(XP , XS , RP )
R′ = R ∩ embedset(XA, XE

A
, DA, RS)

T ′ = {propagate(XA, R′, N)|N ∈ subtrees(A,R′, T )}

We now turn to the main thrust of the semantics of execution of a modular
configuration problem.

The first function we turn our attention to is the initialstate function. The
initialstate function takes a module name, and returns a tuple representing a
configuration state. This tuple is a 4-tuple representing the root instance.

initialstate(modname) = (I, A,R, T )
where
I = ε

A = A(modname)
R = SA

T = {propagate(XA, R,N)|N ∈ subtrees(A,R, ∅)}

Then, we turn to the operation of finding out what the choices are given a par-
ticular configuration state. We have two functions for this purpose: localchoices

and globalchoices . One could consider localchoices to be an auxiliary function,
as it only generates the choices for the root-instance of the tree. It is used by
globalchoices , which recursively builds up the set of possible choices for the entire
instance tree.

localchoices(I, A,R, T ) = {(x1, D1), . . . , (xn, Dn)}
where
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = XA

Di = {vi | (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ R}

globalchoices(I, A,R, T ) = localchoices(I, A,R, T ) ∪ subtreechoices

where
subtreechoices = {(IN · 〈.〉 · x,D) | N ∈ T, (x,D) ∈ globalchoices(N)}

And to finish, we consider the update functions. There are two versions. The
first deals with the case where a simple variable name is given, in which case the
current instance needs to be updated, and the change needs to be propagated to
the subinstances. The second deals with the case where the variable is a qualified
variable. In this case the subinstance it belongs to needs to be updated first, then
the current instance needs to resynchronize with that subinstance, and finally
all other subinstances need to resynchronize with the current instance.
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The idea is that the correct version of the function to be used is to be deter-
mined by pattern matching. If both versions match, which happens with shared
variables, either can be used, since shared variables are always kept synchronized.

The first version of the update function is for the case where the variable
nam e x is a sim p le nam e. In this case, it is the current instance that need s to
be m od ifi ed , after which its subtrees are to be synchronized ag ain. T he form er
is d one by cutting d own R, and then the latter is d one by using a com bination
of the su btrees and propagate functions.

u pdate(〈x〉, v, (I, A , R, T )) = (I, A , R′, T ′)
where
〈x1, . . . , xn〉 = XA

R′ = R ∩ {(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ DA | xi = x, vi = v}
T ′ = {propagate(XA, R′, N)|N ∈ su btrees(A , R′, T )}

T he second version of the u pdate function is for the case where the variable
nam e x is p refi x ed with a p ath. In this case, we tak e off the front of the nam e,
which is the instance nam e of the subm od ule to which this selection is to be
routed . We fi nd the subtree N which has this instance nam e, and up d ate it
recursively. When this is d one, we need to synchronize the current m od ule with
the new subtree N ′, and after that, we need to synchronize the other subtrees
with the state of the current m od ule.

u pdate(I · 〈.〉 · x, v, (I, A , R, T )) = (I, A , R′, T ′)
where
{N} = {N ∈ T | NI = I}
N ′ = u pdate(x, v,N)
XS = addprefi x (IN , XE

AN
)

RS = projectset(XAN
, XE

AN
, RN ′)

R′ = R ∩ em bedset(XA, XS , DA, RS)
T ′ = N ′ ∪ {propagate(XA, R′, N ′′) | N ′′ ∈ su btrees(A , R′, T ) \ {N}}

3 C o n c lu sio n

In this p ap er, we have ex tend ed the two-stag e ap p roach com p iling into B DDs
with the notion of m od ules. We allow for the com bining of such m od ules by
m eans of shared variables, for cond itional instantiation of such m od ules, and
for recursion between such m od ules. For the resulting confi g uration system , we
g uarantee the user that she can select any confi g uration that is valid , none that
are not valid , and that she can always fi nd a fi nite confi g uration. In the near
future, we will com p lete the m od eling of a real-world m od ular confi g uration
p roblem . T he results of that work will g uid e us in our further research.
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